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A University library, whether the association is through employment or attendance, has many advantages. It is difficult, for instance, to go very many days without learning something new on any subject, many things truly profound. Also, the people one is likely to meet are equally diverse and the introductions to them can be spectacularly rewarding.

In eLearning, Inez Bracy was featured in Rejuvenate Your Life in 21 Days. In May, Inez Bracy was featured in Rejuvenate Your Life in 21 Days. She made the long trip to Florida, landing on a late Sunday evening, and visited the campus on Monday morning, fighting jet lag and a vicious lack of sleep. She was able to impart an insightful knowledge of Australian culture we would never have been able to learn on our own.

In late June the UCF Libraries had the honor of accepting a gift book from Professor Charles Bali, who happens to be an instructor of law. He donated to the library his most recent book, Australian Commercial Law In Perspective. As we showed him around our department, the library as a whole, and the campus, he was able to impart an insightful knowledge of Australian culture we would never have been able to learn on our own. The UCF Libraries became clear to all who attended and reflected her 20 year experience in an array of professional environments from academia and education. All washed away from the visit with something to ponder and look forward to.

Support your UCF Libraries

Giving to the library is easy. Go to our Make a Gift page, complete the form at the bottom of the page, and send your gift. Your gift will be used to directly affect the education and research of our students and faculty. If your e-mail does not support html, please visit us online at http://library.ucf.edu/Administration/LibraryDevelopment

Dwain Teague, Director of Library Development
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Inez Bracy — Rejuvenate Your Life in 21 Days

In May, Inez Bracy was featured in Rejuvenate Your Life in 21 Days. On July 18, her manuscript 34 attendees from both the UCF Libraries and other departments on campus with her book, simply visit the book's Web site. The Constant Gardener carries the donated print version of her book, BF335, B7, 2006. To get your own copy of her teaching. The UCF Libraries will, themselves, bring the materials to the library; especially if the author happens to meet are equally diverse and the introductions to them can be spectacularly rewarding.